
What is  
Pigeon Fever?
Pigeon Fever is a highly 
contagious infection 
occurring in the arid and 
drought-plagued regions of 
North America. Despite its 
name, this disease has no 
correlation to pigeons, but 
rather describes the swelling 
of the horse’s chest – like 
that of a pigeon’s breast. 

Pigeon Fever is caused by the 
bacteria Corynebacterium 
pseudotuberculosis and 
develops into abscesses in 
the horse’s muscles and 
internal tissues. These 
abscesses usually appear 
on the chest and barrel, and 
sometimes other areas of the 
horse’s anatomy, such as the 
leg or head. 

Other symptoms include 
a poor appetite, lethargy, 
weight loss, stiffness or 
unwillingness to move, 
respiratory distress, swollen 
legs, cellulitis and colic.
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Pigeon Fever

How can StableLab help?

karen l. jackman, dvm 
Pioneer Equine Hospital 

 “The first time I used the StableLab kit was on a 
horse I suspected of internal Pigeon Fever.  The 
patient was not eating well, losing weight and 
was just declining in general. He had a history 
years back of Pigeon Fever and we were suspicious 
he had internal abscessation. Pigeon Fever is 
common in California but physical manifestation 
can be unpredictable and diagnosis difficult.  

We were fortunate to have the StableLab equine 
blood test on hand, and more confident of our 
suspicions when the test confirmed infectious 
disease.  

When we sent away for titers on that horse, the 
titers came back at 1:>4096, strongly correlating 
with internal abscessation. We really trust this 
blood test for its accuracy.” 
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How can StableLab help?

The case that “sold” Dr. Smith 
on StableLab SAA testing was a 
horse referred for treatment for 
a sub-epiglottic ulcer. However, 
the horse also had a history of 
high fevers and rapid weight 
loss thought to be unrelated to 
the ulcer.  

“The horse had a value over 
1000 which correlated well 
with the suspicion of another 
underlying disease process and 
additional radiographic evidence 
of pulmonary abcessation.  
Once appropriate antimicrobial 
treatment was administered, we 
followed a nice downward trend 
of SAA along with positive clinical 
progression and resolution of the 
infection.”

CBCs and fibrinogens have in 
the past been the backbone of 
preliminary inspection applied to 
cases, and determine the initial 
course of treatment. But they 
lack the complete story as Dr. 
Smith remarks:

“This was a case in which 
fibrinogen and CBC did not tell 
the whole story. SAA really led 
us to pursue further diagnostic 
imaging and allowed us to put 
the whole story together.”

Using StableLab SAA testing 
is really about “educating 
ourselves” Dr. Smith states.  
Developing confidence with test 
results in different cases and 
how that applies to the disease 
process is really about using the 
technology. The more familiar 

she becomes with correlations 
with actual disease processes 
the more comfortably she 
depends on the test.  

“In my experience, the results 
with SAA are something I am 
very comfortable with…” “…
for me, it’s a very useful new 
tool and the results provide 
me with additional confidence 
when making treatment 
recommendations…”

Did You Know?
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StableLab saa:  
Success in the Field 

jennifer smith, dvm 
New Jersey Equine  
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“�StableLab�discovered�that�Serum�Amyloid�A�does�not�respond�to�non-infectious�
inflammation�with�the�exception�of�only�a�certain�few�conditions.”



 “When we get a zero result with the StableLab test 
we learn that SAA is not present, helping us to decide 
that we don’t need to treat with antibiotics.”

Part of the routine

The StableLab SAA test provides us with peace of mind – whether 
used to confirm pre-operatively that the patient does not have any 
underlying signs of infection heading to the operating table, or 
for follow up after surgery to help determine when to discontinue 
antibiotic usage.

 “It’s easy to add on as part of our routine bloodwork 
– both at presentation, but also to track the patient’s 
progress or gauge their response to treatment.”

 “It’s nice to have a definitive answer.”

Serum Amyloid A is normally absent, or only present in very low 
concentrations in healthy horses, but increases rapidly and dramatically 
in response to infection and certain inflammatory conditions. The 
severity of disease is reflected in the level of SAA elevation, making 
StableLab an excellent health management tool.

What is  
Serum Amyloid A?
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Sometimes, a negative is a positive!
Nick Huggons & Korin Potenza dvms,  

San Luis Rey Equine Hospital
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korin potenza,  
dvm 

nick huggons,  
dvm, dacvs




